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 Sea Walker vessel – AIS to MFD and AIS to DSC VHF Icom 330E.
 

Output GNSS Sentences Configuration has been all selected now. Change saved with “Write 
Configuration” soft key activation (blu arrow on ProAIS2 SW).

Picture 1 shows no data exit from NMEA LO OUT +/- 
only a fix voltage of 3,7V. VHF connector was unplug.
Signal do NOT change also if I plug VHF connector.

Picture 2 shows connection color for NMEA LO OUT+/- 
Pink & Dark Blue. In your message you wrote Yellow and GRAY...

 On my cable Pink and Dark Blue are labelled NMEA LO OUT + & -
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Satellites are present...

Ships arround me are also detected
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Diagnostic show all greens light..

Serial data present also...

My question:  AIS700  (before  the
dealer  substitution)  had  SW  V
1.05.1  and  I  was  able  to  see
Latitude  Longitude  and  Time
correctly  to  the  same  Icom  DSC
VHF  with  the  same  wire
connections.
AIS  was  substituted  for  a  reason
related  to  GPS  antenna  and  was
received with SW V 1.06 I didn't
check  if  data  were  sent  again  to
DSC VHF. I  discover  the lack of
position  and  Time  transmission
only when I enter the MMSI code
in  the  DSC  VHF.  Few  months  later.
Can be the AIS700 SW revision (from 1.05.1 to 1.06) the reason of the lack of data on NMEA LO
OUT to VHF? In case I can try to upload back the original SW version (1.05.1) and check if some
changes  appear....  Unfortunately  from  Raymarine  web  site  the  old  sw  revision  are  no  more
available. Can you send me the SW revision 1.05.1? 
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